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This production study builds on and extends the research on how prosodic cues
can be used to resolve syntactic ambiguities. We compared how younger speak-
ers (mean age 25 years, Huttenlauch et al. 2021) and older speakers (mean age 68
years) produced prosodic cues to distinguish between structurally different coor-
dinated three-name sequences without and with internal grouping of the first two
names. The prosodic cues of interest were variations in f0 (F0 range), duration
of segments at the end of the names (final lengthening), and pause insertion. In
line with the Proximity/Similarity model by Kentner & Féry (2013), we found that
both age groups used all three cues to signal the grouping: Prosodic cues were
modified on the group-internal Name1 as well as on Name2 at the right-most el-
ement of the group. These prosodic cues were clearly understood by naïve listen-
ers. Successful prosodic disambiguation was not affected by age-related differences
in speech production. Furthermore, we analysed the productions with regard to
different contexts, such as addressing interlocutors of different ages and mother
tongues, and in noisy environments. We found that both age groups of speakers
used the same prosodic cues consistently across all contexts, indicating that the use
of prosodic cues to clarify syntactic ambiguities is a stable part of the production
process, which we interpret as being in line with models of situational indepen-
dence of disambiguating prosody (e.g., Schafer et al. 2000). Our study provides ev-
idence that the use of these prosodic cues (F0 range, final lengthening, and pause)
is a reliable way to clarify ambiguous structures in speech and independent of the
speaker’s age.
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1 Introduction

Linguistic prosody, as in prosodic boundaries, can be used to resolve syntactic
ambiguities. Such syntactic ambiguities exist in coordinated sequences of more
than two elements (e.g., names) since those elements can be grouped internally at
different levels. For instance, the three-name sequence Moni and Lilli and Manu
can describe three individual persons or a group of three persons (i.e., no internal
grouping as in (1)) or a group of two persons in addition to one individual per-
son, with two different possibilities for the grouping (i.e., the group can consist of
Moni and Lilli or of Lilli and Manu. (2) gives an example for the internal grouping
of Moni and Lilli indicated by parentheses). The latter two different groupings
correspond to underlying syntactic structures that differ in their direction of em-
bedding. The difference to the first sequence is the depth of embedding. The
absence or type of internal grouping as in (1) versus (2) in an answer to the ques-
tion Who will plant a tree? results in either one, or two, or three planted trees.
Prosody, thus, brings the underlying structure to the surface (i.e., disambiguates
the otherwise ambiguous surface structure). In this study, we will compare pro-
ductions of a structure without internal grouping (1) to a structure with internal
grouping of the first two elements (2).

(1) Name1 and Name2 and Name3. – without internal grouping

(2) (Name1 and Name2) and Name3. – with internal grouping

1.1 Prosodic marking in coordinate sequences

In German, the difference between the two structures (i.e., the resolution of the
structural ambiguity) is mainly indicated by one or more of three prosodic cues:
F0 change, final lengthening, and pause (Peters et al. 2005, Gollrad et al. 2010,
Kentner & Féry 2013, Petrone et al. 2017, for final lengthening see also Schubö
& Zerbian 2023 [this volume]). Young speakers have been shown to use these
three prosodic cues to clearly mark the internal grouping of coordinated name
sequences (Kentner & Féry 2013, Petrone et al. 2017, Huttenlauch et al. 2021).
Figure 1 provides visualisations of waveform and spectrogram with F0 contour
and segmental annotations of productions without and with internal grouping,
respectively, generated using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2019). The marking of
the internal grouping appears as a global and not a local phenomenon, in accor-
dance with the Proximity/Similarity model (Kentner & Féry 2013): Young speak-
ers modified prosodic cues not only at the right edge of the internal group (i.e., on
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Name2 in the example in (2)), but already earlier in the utterance (i.e., on Name1,
see also left and right panel in Figure 1, Kentner & Féry 2013, Huttenlauch et al.
2021). The principle of Proximity relates to the syntactic constituent structure
(Kentner & Féry 2013). The proximity of syntactically grouped elements is ex-
pressed by a weakening of the prosodic cues (e.g., less final lengthening, lower
F0 peak, smaller F0 range) on the left-most element of two sister elements (e.g.,
Name1 in (2), Moni in right panel of Figure 1) compared to an ungrouped element
in the same position (e.g., Name1 in (1), Moni in left panel of Figure 1). The prin-
ciple of Anti-Proximity predicts a strengthening of the prosodic cues (e.g., more
final lengthening, higher F0 peak, larger F0 range, insertion of a pause) on/af-
ter the right-most element of a group than on/after an ungrouped element (e.g.,
Name2 in (2) versus in (1), Lilli in right versus left panel of Figure 1). The prin-
ciple of Similarity relates to the depth of syntactic embedding and since it does
not apply to our structures we will not discuss it further. In summary, in name
sequences with grouping such as (2), the productions of Name1 contain weaker
prosodic cues and those of Name2 encompass stronger prosodic cues compared
to name sequences without grouping such as (1).

Figure 1:Waveform and spectrogramwith F0 contour (black line) of the
coordinated name sequence MOni und LIlli und MAnu (capital letters
correspond to stressed syllable) produced without internal grouping
(left) and with internal grouping (right) by a young female speaker.
The TextGrid gives an example for the manual annotation of low (L)
and high (H) F0 values and the segmentation of the final vowels within
Name1 and Name2.

In perception, the early cues on Name1 could reliably be recovered to predict
the upcoming structure by more than half of the participants in a two-alterna-
tive forced choice decision task with gated stimuli (Hansen et al. 2022). Although
all young speakers in Huttenlauch et al. (2021) reliably marked the constituent
grouping of coordinated names, they showed inter-speaker variability in how
they phonetically realised the prosodic boundary, especially final lengthening
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was used in a more flexible way than F0 range and pause. Besides prosodic disam-
biguation, Huttenlauch et al. (2021) investigated the situational (in)dependence of
disambiguating prosody by comparing prosodic cues addressed to interlocutors
differing in age and mother tongue as well as in the absence/presence of back-
ground noise. Despite the phonetic variability in the realisation of prosodic cues
between speakers, the data show a rather consistent pattern of prosodic cues
across different communicative situations. The latter finding was interpreted
as indexing situational independence: Disambiguating prosody seems to be pro-
duced automatically by the speakers in a rather invariant manner.

The present study builds on and extends the results on prosodic boundary pro-
duction of young speakers (Huttenlauch et al. 2021) with productions of older
speakers. Data of both age groups were elicited with the same design and ma-
terials, which allows for a direct comparison and detailed investigation of age
effects. Age has not only been shown to affect language production in terms of
word-finding abilities (for a review see Burke & Shafto 2004) but also in terms
of altered acoustic characteristics affecting prosody-related features in the tonal
and durational domain. Age, thus, has an effect on the same features that are
relevant for the realisation of linguistic prosody.1 Age, therefore, may interact
with the modulation of prosodic cues in conveying the intended meaning. In the
remaining part of the introduction, we will address age-related changes in the
tonal and durational domain in general (Section 1.2) and their possible impact on
the use of linguistic prosody in particular (Section 1.3). Finally, we will present
findings on the situational (in)dependence of prosodic cues (Section 1.4).

1.2 Age-related changes in the tonal and durational domain in general

In the following section, we will summarise previous research on general age-
related changes in the tonal and durational domains. It is important to note that
studies differ in how they group participants into age ranges and in how many
years each age group spans. We will use young or younger speakers to refer to
the age range between 18 and 30 years of age and older speakers for ages above
60 years.

In the tonal domain, age effects on fundamental frequency (F0) have been stud-
ied for several measures including mean and median F0, the span between min-
imum and maximum (F0 range), and the variability of those measures captured
in standard deviations (SD). Here, we focus on the latter two as mean or me-
dian F0 are rather uninformative in the context of our study, which focuses on

1We are aware of themultitude of non-linguistic information transmitted through prosodic cues
including but not limited to the emotional state and background of the speaker. In the context
of this study, we are only interested in linguistic prosody.
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analysing F0 range. So far, results are inconclusive and in part divergent between
genders. For F0 range, some studies report no differences between younger and
older speakers (Markó & Bóna 2010, Smiljanic & Gilbert 2017), while Dimitrova
et al. (2018), Tuomainen & Hazan (2018), and Hazan et al. (2019) observed a larger
F0 range for older compared to younger women and Kemper et al. (1998) found
a smaller F0 range in older compared to younger speakers irrespective of gender.
When it comes to F0 variability, there is evidence for an increase with increasing
age (Scukanec et al. 1992, Lortie et al. 2015, Santos et al. 2021).More variability and
less stability in older speakers compared to younger speakers was further noticed
by several studies looking at more specific measures regarding speech acoustics
(including jitter, shimmer, and noise-to-harmonics-ratio; Goy et al. 2013, Lortie
et al. 2015, Rojas et al. 2020 among others).

In the durational domain, previous studies observed slower speaking/articu-
lation rates in older compared to younger speakers (Tuomainen & Hazan 2018,
Hazan et al. 2019, Tuomainen et al. 2019, 2021 and references in a review by
Tucker et al. 2021: 5), relating this finding mainly to longer syllable or word du-
rations (Scukanec et al. 1996, Harnsberger et al. 2008, Barnes 2013, Dimitrova et
al. 2018), longer segment durations (Kemper et al. 1995, Harnsberger et al. 2008,
Smiljanic & Gilbert 2017), or an increased number of pauses (Kemper et al. 1998,
Dimitrova et al. 2018). However, no evidence for pause duration as a driver of age-
related differences in speech rate has been reported so far (Barnes 2013, Smiljanic
& Gilbert 2017, Dimitrova et al. 2018).

To sum up, previous researchers provided some evidence for tonal and dura-
tional differences between younger and older speakers, indicating increased F0
ranges and durations with increasing age. Since these changes affect the same
channel used to convey linguisticmeaning, wewill address possible interferences
in the next paragraph.

1.3 Age-related changes in the tonal and durational domain alongside
linguistic prosody

We will now turn towards studies that can help to address the question of
whether age-related changes in the tonal and durational domain interact with
the modulation of disambiguating prosodic cues, as these studies used speech
material that explicitly required the use of linguistic prosody. Scukanec et al.
(1996) measured the maximal F0 value within the vowel of elicited monosyl-
labic words in either contrastive or non-contrastive stress position in younger
and older female English speakers. Both age groups used F0 in a similar way to
mark the focused words (Scukanec et al. 1996: 235). However, independent of the
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word position in the sentence, older speakers produced higher F0 values than
young speakers in words with contrastive stress and lower maximal F0 values
in words in non-contrast positions. The authors concluded that, for the analysed
data set, age did not influence the productions of “linguistically salient variations
in prosodic output” (Scukanec et al. 1996: 238). The difference in the maximal
F0 values between words with and without contrastive stress was even larger
in older than in young speakers. The same holds true for the durational domain:
Even though older speakers produced longerword durations togetherwith larger
standard deviations (i.e., more variability), both age groups used duration to lin-
guistically distinguish stressed from unstressed words.

Further evidence that older speakers use lengthening for prosodic disambigua-
tion despite an overall age-related slower speaking rate comes from Tauber et al.
(2010) and Barnes (2013) who reported longer durations for older English speak-
ers in disambiguating contexts. Barnes (2013) elicited structurally ambiguous sen-
tences with either high or low attachment of the prepositional phrase (e.g., The
girl hit the boy with the fan) in younger and older English speakers. Although the
study found longer durations of the direct object and the prepositional phrase re-
gardless of target in the productions of older speakers than in the productions
of younger speakers, the overall results revealed that both age groups used the
prosodic cues mean F0, pause duration, word duration, and mean intensity sim-
ilarly to disambiguate ambiguous sentences. However, in another task tapping
production of lexical stress to differentiate noun-verb pairs with strong-weak and
weak-strong stress patterns, “older adults utilised F0 to a significantly greater
extent than young adults” (Barnes 2013: 43). Tauber and colleagues elicited struc-
turally ambiguous sentences (e.g., The lake froze over a month ago) to explicitly
test for age differences in the realisation of disambiguating prosody in English
sentences (Tauber et al. 2010). They found that intonational boundaries (defined
as pause duration plus duration of the critical word at the boundary) were longer
in older than in younger speakers. Notably, both age groups seem to have had
difficulties with the task, as the percentage of sentences which were successfully
disambiguated via prosody was 66% for older speakers (above chance, 𝑝 < 0.05)
and 59% for the younger age group (not significantly above chance, 𝑝 > 0.06)
(Tauber et al. 2010).

In summary, even though age leads to changes in the tonal and temporal do-
main in general, there is evidence from English speakers that the modulation
of prosody to convey linguistic meaning remains unaffected. Older participants
even appear to produce prosodic cues in amore extremeway than younger speak-
ers. To the best of our knowledge, there is no study that addressed age differ-
ences in the use of prosody to resolve ambiguities in coordinate structures. If the
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findings for English ambiguous sentences are transferable to German coordinate
structures, we expect that older speakers disambiguate coordinate structures us-
ing more extreme prosodic cues than young speakers. This motivates our first
research question:

RQ1: Prosodic disambiguation of coordinate name sequences: Do older speak-
ers compared to young speakers show a more extreme use of the three
prosodic cues F0 range, final lengthening, and pause on Name1 and Name2
to mark the internal grouping of coordinates in German?

1.4 Situational (in)dependence of prosodic cues

In the remaining part of the introduction, we will address the situational (in)de-
pendence of prosodic cues, a second topic investigated in Huttenlauch et al.
(2021). It deals with the effects of different types of interlocutors and the ab-
sence/presence of noise on the use of disambiguating prosodic cues. Huttenlauch
et al. (2021) compared the use of prosodic cues in five contexts involving four
female interlocutors: a young adult (young), a child (child), an elderly adult
(elderly), and a young non-native speaker of German (non-native) and in noise
(the young adult with background white noise, noise). The productions directed
at the young adult native speaker (i.e., the context young) were taken as a base-
line for comparisons. The findings showed stability in the use of prosodic cues for
disambiguating the internal structure of coordinates. That is, individual speakers
produced a limited set of cue patterns with only slight shifts in cue distribution
across different contexts. This stability in prosodic patterns for disambiguation
irrespective of the context was interpreted in favour of models of situational in-
dependence of disambiguating prosody (Schafer et al. 2000, Kraljic & Brennan
2005, Speer et al. 2011). These models predict that disambiguating prosody is pro-
duced in an automatic way, for the sake of the speakers themselves, and hence
depends neither on the presence or absence of an interlocutor, nor on the type of
interlocutor or situational setting (e.g., background noise). Despite arguing for
situational independence of disambiguating prosody, Huttenlauch et al. (2021)
found slight prosodic modifications in the data that can be attributed to context
effects. Similarly, as discussed for the prosodic marking of internal grouping of
coordinates in the first part of the introduction, the question arises whether age
effects in the tonal and durational domain have an impact on the use of F0 range,
final lengthening, and pause when speaking in different contexts and whether
we find age effects in the situational (in)dependence of prosodic disambiguation.
Research on age effects in speech production to different interlocutors is, to our
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knowledge, still scarce. In the following, we will briefly summarise existing find-
ings including the context effects found in the productions of young speakers in
Huttenlauch et al. (2021).

With regard to addressing a child interlocutor, we will refrain from summaris-
ing the immense body of literature treating speech towards preverbal infants
since the use of prosody for disambiguation requires that language ability has
already been acquired to a certain extent. We are not aware of studies investigat-
ing effects of speaker age on prosodic cues uttered towards a child interlocutor.
For young speakers, speech towards a child interlocutor has been described as
containing an increased F0 range (Biersack et al. 2005, Huttenlauch et al. 2021),
lengthened vowels (Biersack et al. 2005), or more pauses (DePaulo & Coleman
1986).

Speech addressing an elderly interlocutor has been explored in data on young
and older adult speakers. While younger speakers slowed down their speaking
rate by increasing vowel duration and inserting more pauses in speech address-
ing an elderly interlocutor, older speakers did not do so (Kemper et al. 1995). For
older speakers addressing a young interlocutor, however, Kemper and colleagues
observed a slower speaking rate than for young speakers. The authors argued
that, in comparison to young speakers, older speakers adopt a more simplified
speech style including lower speaking ratewhen addressing a young interlocutor,
and thus it is possibly hard for them to slow down even further in order to adapt
to an elderly interlocutor (Kemper et al. 1995: 56). Furthermore, young speakers
addressing an elderly interlocutor, slowed down their speaking rate with longer
pauses, increased final lengthening (Huttenlauch et al. 2021), and increased F0
range or variation in F0 (Thimm et al. 1998, Huttenlauch et al. 2021).

We are not aware of studies investigating effects of speaker age on prosodic
cues when addressing a non-native interlocutor. Some studies involving young
speakers found no clear differences (DePaulo & Coleman 1986, Uther et al. 2007,
Knoll & Scharrer 2007, Knoll et al. 2011, Huttenlauch et al. 2021), while others ob-
served a lowered speech rate due to lengthened pauses (Biersack et al. 2005),
a higher mean F0 (Knoll et al. 2015), increased word durations and intensity
(Rodriguez-Cuadrado et al. 2018), or an increased F0 range along with segmental
modifications described as a more emphatic style (Smith 2007; see Piazza et al.
2021 for a review on foreigner-directed speech).

Finally, speech in noisy environments compared to silent environments is af-
fected by modulations in several ways. The reported changes are referred to as
“Lombard speech” (Lombard 1911 as cited in Zollinger & Brumm 2011) and include
decreased speaking rate (due to increased segment or word durations), increased
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F0 ranges, increased signal amplitude, and spectral changes such as smaller spec-
tral slope (e.g., Junqua 1996, Summers et al. 1988, Jessen et al. 2003, Zollinger &
Brumm 2011, Smiljanic & Gilbert 2017, Tuomainen et al. 2019, 2021). The findings
for young speakers in a noisy environment in Huttenlauch et al. (2021) were in-
terpreted as being partly in line with Lombard speech, as they revealed increased
final lengthening and decreased pause duration but no changes in F0 range.With
respect to age effects in speech adaptation to noise, no age differences were found
by Dromey & Scott (2016) and Smiljanic & Gilbert (2017), with the latter report-
ing an age-independent decrease in speaking rate when noise was present, while
Tuomainen et al. (2019) reported a decreased speaking rate only for the older age
group.

To summarise, the modifications of prosodic cues in coordinates induced by
varying contexts observed by Huttenlauch et al. (2021) were rather small but in
line with previous findings. The effect of age on the realisation of prosodic cues
in more communicative settings with varying interlocutors is still only scarcely
explored. For the reported age-related changes in addressing different interlocu-
tors, the question arises whether they replicate to coordinate structures in Ger-
man. Given the limited evidence, we keep our second research question rather
open:

RQ2: Situational (in)dependence: Do young and older speakers differ in adapting
their use of prosodic cues when addressing varying interlocutors?

In the current study, we extend the age range of usually studied participants (in
Huttenlauch et al. 2021 19–34 years) to older people aged between 60 and 80 years
of age (i.e., comparable to the older age groups in the previously presented litera-
ture) and compare the productions of linguistic prosody in young and older adult
speakers. Specifically, we explore whether age interacts with the modulation of
prosodic cues, especially F0 range, final lengthening, and pause, and whether
any such interaction may impact the disambiguation of structurally ambiguous
coordinated name sequences and the use of prosodic cues when addressing dif-
ferent interlocutors (i.e., regarding situational (in)dependence of disambiguating
prosody).

2 Methods and material

Methods, materials, and data of the younger speakers are taken from Hutten-
lauch et al. (2021) and extended by the data of older speakers.
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2.1 Participants

Fifteen young monolingual German native speakers (13 female, 1 male, 1 other;
age range: 19–34, mean 25.47 years, SD: 4.6; see Huttenlauch et al. 2021) and
13 older monolingual German native speakers (9 female, 3 male, 1 no informa-
tion; age range: 61–80 years, mean: 67.77 years, SD: 6.8) were included in the
study. Additional five speakers took part in the study, but were discarded due to
low task compliance (𝑛 = 1), scores below 25 in the Montreal Cognitive Assess-
ment (Nasreddine et al. 2005) (𝑛 = 3), or missing data (𝑛 = 1). All participants
(henceforth speakers) were recruited in Potsdam, Germany, and were reimbursed
or received course credits (the latter only applies to the young speakers). They
were naïve to the purpose of the study and gave written consent to participate.
The Ethics Committee of the University of Potsdam approved the procedure of
this study (approval number 72/2016). Hearing ability was assessed by a hearing
screening using an audiometer (Hortmann DA 324 series) and calculated follow-
ing the grades of hearing impairment by the WHO as reported in Olusanya et al.
(2019). Normal hearing was defined as an average pure-tone audiometry of 25
dB HL or better of 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz in the better ear. Following this
definition, all 15 young speakers and 10 of the older speakers had normal hearing,
the remaining speakers showed a slight (𝑛 = 2) or moderate impairment (𝑛 = 1).

2.2 Stimuli

2.2.1 Items

As stimuli, we used the same six coordinated name sequences as in Holzgrefe-
Lang et al. (2016), Huttenlauch et al. (2021), and Wellmann et al. 2023 [this vol-
ume]: Each sequence consisted of three German names coordinated by und (En-
glish ‘and’) that appeared in each of two conditions: without internal grouping
(3) or with internal grouping of the first two names (4). The grouping of the first
two names was visually indicated to the participants by bracketing Name1 and
Name2 with parentheses as in (4). The conditions will henceforth be referred to
as brack for the condition with internal grouping and nobrack for the condition
without internal grouping. A total of 12 itemswas used. Young speakers produced
each item once per context (see Section 2.2.2), older speakers twice to enlarge the
data set and to increase statistical power.

(3) Name1 and Name2 and Name3. Moni und Lilli und Manu.

(4) (Name1 and Name2) and Name3. (Moni und Lilli) und Manu.
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The set of coordinates comprised nine different German names in total, all of
which were controlled for number of syllables (disyllabic), stress pattern (penul-
timate), and sonority of the segments (only sonorant material, to facilitate pitch
tracking). Six of the names featured the high frontal vowel /i/ in word-final posi-
tion (Moni, Lilli, Leni, Nelli, Mimmi, and Manni) in order to decrease glottalisa-
tion and occurred as Name1 or as Name2. Name3 contained either /u/ or /a/ in
word-final position (Manu, Nina, and Lola). Regarding possible collocations of
the selected names for each coordinate, there was no particular co-occurrence
of two adjacent names (as in, e.g., “Bonnie and Clyde”) in the dlexDB corpora
(Heister et al. 2011) or in printed sources between 1500 and 2021, as ascertained
by the Google Ngram Viewer (Lin et al. 2012).

2.2.2 Contexts

Five different communicative contexts (young, child, elderly, non-native,
noise) were created that differed in the interlocutor and/or the absence/pres-
ence of background white noise (see Table 1). Speakers saw their interlocutors
on a screen in two short videos each (one with a personal introduction of the
interlocutor and one with instructions for the task) to get an audio-visual impres-
sion. The young and non-native interlocutors were similar in age to the group
of young speakers, the elderly interlocutor was two years older than the oldest
speaker in the group of older speakers. A more detailed description of the videos
and interlocutors can be found in Huttenlauch et al. (2021).

2.3 Procedure

Productions were elicited by means of a referential communication task. Con-
texts were presented blockwise, always starting with the young context, which
served as a baseline in the analysis. The order of the other four contexts was
randomised. Each block started with the two video clips of the corresponding in-
terlocutor. Then, for each trial, speakers first saw a fixation cross on the screen
accompanied with the auditory presentation of the trigger question Wer kommt?
(‘Who is coming?’) via headphones produced by the interlocutor of the current
block as a reminder to whom they were talking. After 1000 ms, the fixation cross
was replaced by the visual presentation of the name sequence (i.e., the item) in
one of the two conditions (see Figure 2). The task was to produce the item in a
way that would allow the interlocutor “to understand as rapidly and accurately
as possible who is coming together”. Recordings took place in a sound-attenu-
ated booth at the University of Potsdam via an Alesis iO/2 audio interface using
an AKGHSC271 headset with over-ear headphones and a condenser microphone.
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Table 1: Fictional names, ages, origins, and further information of the
interlocutors present in the five contexts.

young
(baseline)

child elderly non-native noise

Name: Hannah Carlotta Maria
Korbmacher

Zsófi Hannah +
white noise

Age (in years): 24 6 82 26 See young

Origin: Eberswalde Potsdam NA NA

Residence: Potsdam Potsdam Potsdam Potsdam

Occupation: Biology
student

School child Retired
school
teacher

Exchange
student

Further facts: Moved to
Potsdam for
her studies,
lives in a
shared flat,
likes the
parks in
Potsdam

Likes horse
riding, her
parents pick
her up from
school, is
good at
swimming

Lives for
two years in
an old-age
home with
her
husband,
tends to
forget
things from
time to time

Started to
learn
German one
year ago,
lives in a
shared flat,
enjoys
doing sports

5000 ms

Wer kommt?
Who is coming?

recording 6000 ms

1000 ms

+
Manni und Leni und Lola

5000 ms

Wer kommt?
Who is coming?

recording 6000 ms

1000 ms

1000 ms

+
(Moni und Lilli) und Manu

Figure 2: Experimental setting and timing of two trials.
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The wide screen in the recordings booth had a resolution of 1920×1200, stimuli
were written in Arial, font size 50. The experiment was run from a Dell laptop
using Presentation software (Neurobehavioural Systems 2018). Each item was pre-
sented in each context once (for young speakers) or twice (for older speakers).
Thus, the data set contained 900 individual productions of young speakers (6
name sequences × 2 conditions × 5 contexts × 15 young speakers) and 1560 indi-
vidual productions of older speakers (6 name sequences × 2 conditions × 5 con-
texts × 2 repetitions × 13 speakers).

2.4 Perception check

After data collection of the production study, all recordings were auditorily pre-
sented to naïve listeners who were asked to indicate for each production the
perceived condition. To this end they were given two pictograms with three per-
sons each, one pictogram per condition (Figure 3, picture A without and picture
B with internal grouping).

A B

Figure 3: Pictograms used in the perception check depicting the condi-
tion without grouping (left panel) and with grouping (right panel).

The aim of the perception checkwas to assess whether naïve listeners perceive
the grouping of the coordinates in the way it was intended. By intended we refer
to the indication of conditionwhichwas given to speakers by parentheses around
the grouped names in the production study. Obviously, the intention of speakers
at the time of the production remains unknown to us.

The data of the young and older age groups were rated separately. The record-
ings were distributed across different lists with 147 to 267 items. Each listener
judged one list and each list was judged by seven or eight listeners.

The perception check of the productions of the young speakers was conducted
in presence of several listeners in the same room with a paper-and-pen version.
Data of 31 listeners (22 female, 9 male; age range: 18–41, mean: 24.1 years, SD: 5.8)
were analysed. Another 11 listeners took part in the study, but had to be excluded
due to technical problems (𝑛 = 9), German as a non-native language (𝑛 = 1) or
a hit-rate 2 SD below the mean hit-rate of all listeners (𝑛 = 1, see Huttenlauch
et al. 2021 for more details).
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For the productions of the older speakers, the perception check was trans-
ferred onto OpenSesame (Mathôt et al. 2012) and was run as a web-based study
on JATOS (Lange et al. 2015) in individual sessions. Data of 49 listeners (29 fe-
male, 9 male, 11 other/no information; age range: 18–63, mean: 24.63 years, SD:
6.3) were analysed. Another five listeners took part in the study, but had to be
excluded due to technical problems.

In the analysis of the perception check, the exclusion threshold for individ-
ual productions was set to a hit-ratio 2 SD below the mean ratio, as suggested
by standard assumptions on the exclusion of data points (e.g., Howell et al. 1998).
Hit-ratio was calculated separately for each production as the number of congru-
ent rates (i.e., correct identification of the intended grouping/condition, referred
to as hit-rate) divided by the number of total rates. Applying this criterion, 36
productions (4%, 11 nobrack, 25 brack) in the group of the young speakers and 66
productions (4%, 39 nobrack, 27 brack) in the group of the older speakers fell be-
low the threshold and were excluded from further analyses. For a more detailed
description of procedure and analysis of the perception check see Huttenlauch
et al. (2021).

2.5 Segmentation and measurements

In addition to the productions excluded based on the perception check, three
productions were excluded from analysis in the data set of the older speakers:
due to hesitations that made the analysis of condition impossible (𝑛 = 2) and due
to recording problems (𝑛 = 1). The final data set comprised 2355 productions
(young: 864, older: 1491). Table 2 provides an overview of how the productions
distribute across age groups, conditions, and contexts.

Table 2: Distribution of productions entering statistical analyses across
age groups, conditions, and contexts in the final data set.

age group condition young child elderly non-native noise

younger
nobrack 87 85 90 90 87
brack 83 88 89 86 79

older
nobrack 141 148 148 151 153
brack 151 153 153 148 145

For the extraction of the three prosodic cues under investigation, segment
boundaries and pauses were manually annotated in Praat (Boersma & Weenink
2019, version 6.0.32) by following the criteria in Turk et al. (2006). Silent intervals
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of at least 20 ms duration were considered as pauses (following the procedure in
Petrone et al. 2017). F0-minima (L) and F0-maxima (H) on bothName1 andName2,
were manually annotated (example TextGrids are given in Figure 1). The points
were set into parts of the signal, where F0 can be reliably measured (i.e., avoiding
the edges of segments, glottalised parts in the signal, and parts with other non-
modal voice quality). The F0 contour mostly displayed a rising movement on
Name1 and Name2, respectively (i.e., L preceded H). Only in a few cases, speakers
produced a falling F0 movement on Name1 (young speakers: 88 falls versus 776
rises, older speakers: 108 falls versus 1368 rises) or Name2 (older speakers: 13 falls
versus 1458 rises). For some productions in the data of the elderly speakers it was
impossible to find reliable locations to annotate either L and/or H points and it
was, thus, impossible to measure the F0 range. In those cases, the corresponding
item was excluded from the analysis of F0 range for Name1 and/or Name2. This
applies to 15 items (1.0% of the productions of older speakers) in the condition
without internal grouping and to 20 items (1.3% of the productions of older speak-
ers) with internal grouping. All in all, we aimed for an approach of measuring F0
range that was applicable to the majority of the recordings. For further segmen-
tation criteria see Huttenlauch et al. (2021). For Name1 and Name2 separately, we
calculated the three variables F0 range, final lengthening, and pause. The vari-
able F0 range reflects the range between the F0-minimum and the F0-maximum
on NameX in semitones (st; calculated as 12 × log2(F0H/F0L)). The variable fi-
nal lengthening reflects the duration of the final vowel of NameX divided by the
duration of NameX (in %, the final vowel is annotated as V on the second tier
of the TextGrid in Figure 1.). The pause variable reflects the duration of a possi-
ble pause after NameX divided by the duration of the whole utterance (in %). We
chose relative instead of absolute measures as they are independent of individual
speech rates and mean fundamental frequency. However, to descriptively assess
potential age-related effects, absolute durational measurements were taken into
consideration.

2.6 Statistical analysis

The workflow of the statistical analyses was similar to that in Huttenlauch et al.
(2021), additionally comprising a group comparison between young and older
speakers. For each dependent variable (F0 range, final lengthening, pause) on
Name1 and Name2, we ran separate linear mixed-effects regression models in
R (R Core Team 2018). Each model estimated the difference in the dependent
variables between the two age groups (young and older speakers), between the
four context comparisons, and between the two conditions (brack and nobrack),
if applicable. Interactions between context and age group were added to further
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explore the dependencies of the differences, as well as interactions of context
and age group with condition. A maximal model including all main effects and
their interactions, as previously described, as well as including a random effects
structure with all possible variance components and correlation parameters as-
sociated with the four within-subject contrasts (child vs. young, elderly vs.
young, non-native vs. young, noise vs. young) was always fit first.2 In order
to avoid overfitting of the random effects structure, we followed the approach
outlined in Bates et al. (2015) and conducted an iterative reduction of model com-
plexity. A more detailed explanation of the model reduction, along with all re-
duced models and the complete model outputs of the fixed effects, can be found
on an Open Science Framework project page (https://osf.io/fc8nz) together with
the data and code. In the results section, we will only report the statistically sig-
nificant effects which comprise main effects of condition and/or main effects and
interactions of age group.

3 Results

In the following, we will first present descriptive results from absolute and rela-
tive measurements with a focus on age, including a statistical comparison of the
age groups. Hereafter, we will turn towards the results of linear mixed models fit
to compare the age groups regarding their use of prosodic cues for disambigua-
tion (RQ1) and regarding their adaptation to different interlocutors (RQ2).

3.1 Descriptive statistics and statistical age group comparison of
absolute durational measurements

In the main section of our analysis, we analysed the use of prosodic cues by
measuring the relative duration of speech segments and pauses. This method al-
lowed us to understand how prosodic cues were used, regardless of individual

2Prosodic_cue ∼ 1 + condition*context*age_group +
(1 + condition +
child_vs_young + elderly_vs_young + nonnat_vs_young + noise_vs_young +
age_group +
condition:age_group +
condition:child_vs_young + condition:elderly_vs_young +
condition:nonnative_vs_young + condition:noise_vs_young +
child_vs_young:age_group + elderly_vs_young:age_group +
nonnative_vs_young:age_group + noise_vs_young:age_group +
condition:child_vs_young:age_group + condition:elderly_vs_young:age_group +
condition:nonnative_vs_young:age_group +
condition:noise_vs_young:age_group | speaker)
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differences in speaking rate or the absolute duration of sounds. Before present-
ing the relative measurements, we will present some absolute durational mea-
surements to compare the differences between younger and older speakers (cf.
Table 3). However, we will not include measurements of average F0 by age group
because the speaker groups had mixed genders, which could affect our estima-
tion of differences in F0 between the groups.

Table 3: Descriptive statistics of absolute durational measurements by
age group and statistical group comparison.

Younger Older Comparison

Measurement (ms) mean SD mean SD 𝑝
utterance duration 1964.63 292.16 2181.25 444.80 < 0.0001
final vowel duration (Name1) 129.61 40.09 144.68 46.20 < 0.0001
pause duration (after Name2) 172.93 195.24 262.83 330.05 < 0.0001
final vowel duration (Name2) 181.53 59.51 198.24 65.57 < 0.0001

In our data set we observe longer absolute durations for older as compared to
younger speakers for the whole utterance (mean difference of 217 ms), the final
vowels of Name1 and Name2 (mean difference of 15 ms and 17 ms, respectively),
and the pause after Name2 (mean difference of 89.9 ms). All age group compar-
isons were statistically significant in linear models with age group as a single
sum-contrasted predictor (0.5 for young and −0.5 for older speakers). Moreover,
we observe a higher degree of variation (larger SDs) for older speakers than for
young speakers across all durational measurements.

3.2 Descriptive statistics of relative measurements

Relative measurements of F0 range, final lengthening, and pause were used to
explore the use of prosodic cues for the disambiguation of coordinates with and
without internal grouping. Figure 4 shows a visual description of mean location
and spread of F0 range as well as final lengthening on Name1 by age group, con-
text, and condition. For both cues and for each context, the mean values in the
brack condition are lower for younger than for older speakers, while in the no-
brack condition in all contexts except young, the mean values are larger for
younger compared to older speakers. Considering these raw data visually, the
difference between conditions is larger in the productions of young speakers
than in that of older speakers. We did not run statistical analyses and do not
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Figure 4: Distribution of raw values of F0 range (left panel) and fi-
nal lengthening (right panel) on Name1 (y-axis) divided by context (x-
axis), condition (colour: grey for nobrack, green for brack), and age
group (shape: circles for young speakers, triangles for older speakers).
Whiskers show 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 5: Distribution of raw values of F0 range (left panel), final length-
ening (mid panel), and pause (right panel) onName2 (y-axis) divided by
context (x-axis), condition (colour: grey for nobrack, green for brack),
and age group (shape: circles for young speakers, triangles for older
speakers). Whiskers show 95% confidence intervals.
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report descriptive statistics on pause duration after Name1 since mostly zero val-
ues were produced by the participants. That is, a pause after Name1 was only
produced in 206 out of 2355 trials in total, 175 times in the nobrack condition
and 31 times in the brack condition. Figure 5 shows a visual description of mean
location and spread of F0 range, final lengthening, and pause on/after Name2
by age group, context, and condition. There is no apparent visual pattern that
would apply to both speaker groups and all three cues. For F0 range and pause
in the brack condition, young speakers produced smaller mean values than older
speakers. For final lengthening in general and F0 range of the nobrack condition,
the values are more mixed between age groups. With regard to the direction of
the difference in the degree of F0 range and final lengthening between the brack
and nobrack condition, both prosodic cues show smaller values in brack than
in nobrack on Name1 and the opposite pattern, larger values in brack than in
nobrack, on Name2.

To summarise, a visual inspection of the raw data reveals differences between
the two age groups in the amount to which the different prosodic cues were
produced in the respective contexts and conditions. Nevertheless, the general
patterns for each cue are quite similar across contexts for both, young and older
speakers. That is, for instance for F0 range in the brack condition in Figure 5 (left
panel, green data points), the connecting lines between contexts have slopes in
the same directions between speaker groups and in any case do not cross. We
are aware that the descriptive analysis of the data does not allow for any gener-
alisations. In the following sections, we will present the results of the statistical
models we ran on each cue and Name individually.

3.3 Statistical analyses on Name1

3.3.1 F0 range on Name1

Results for F0 range on Name1 are reported from a reduced model3 (all final
models and code can be found on https://osf.io/fc8nz). Several effects were sta-
tistically significant (see Table 4 and https://osf.io/fc8nz).

3F0_name1 ∼ 1 + condition*context*age_group +
(1 + child_vs_young + elderly_vs_young + noise_vs_young +
age_group +
condition:age_group +
nonnative_vs_young:age_group +
condition:child_vs_young:age_group +
condition:nonnative_vs_young:age_group | speaker)
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Table 4: Selected model estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the
fixed effects for F0 range on Name1 including main effect of condition
and main effect and interactions of age group. * 𝑝 < 0.05; ** 𝑝 < 0.01.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI

Intercept 4.666** (4.060, 5.273)
condition −1.236** (−1.559, −0.913)
age group 0.002 (−1.211, 1.216)
condition:age group −0.593 (−1.239, 0.053)
child vs. young:age group 1.225** (0.563, 1.886)
elderly vs. young:age group 0.757 (−0.259, 1.773)
non-native vs. young:age group 0.928* (0.217, 1.639)
noise vs. young:age group 1.193* (0.230, 2.155)
condition:child vs. young:age group 0.051 (−0.515, 0.616)
condition:elderly vs. young:age group −0.013 (−0.450, 0.423)
condition:non-native vs. young:age group 0.130 (−0.404, 0.664)
condition:noise vs. young:age group 0.271 (−0.170, 0.712)
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Figure 6: Model predictions for F0 range on Name1 (y-axis) divided
by age group (younger speakers left panel, older speakers right panel),
condition (x-axis), and context (colour).Whiskers show 95% confidence
intervals.
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The statistically significant main effect of condition (𝛽 = −1.236, 𝑝 < 0.0001)
confirms that F0 range was used for the disambiguation of brack and nobrack
on Name1 by speakers of both age groups: The F0 range in the brack condition
was decreased by about 2.5 semitones compared to the nobrack condition. With
respect to age-related differences in situational (in)dependence, the statistically
significant two-way interactions of the context comparisons child vs. young
(𝛽 = 1.225, 𝑝 = 0.0003), non-native vs. young (𝛽 = 0.928, 𝑝 = 0.011), and noise
vs. young (𝛽 = 1.193, 𝑝 = 0.016) with age group, respectively, indicate general
age-related differences when addressing the child and non-native as compared
to the young interlocutor, as well as age-related differences in noisy vs. non-
noisy settings with a young interlocutor. In all of the three context comparisons,
young speakers increased their F0 range compared to context young, while older
speakers decreased their F0 range. Model predictions for F0 range on Name1 by
condition, context, and age group are displayed in Figure 6.

3.3.2 Final lengthening on Name1

Results for final lengthening on Name1 are reported from a reduced model.4 Sev-
eral effects were statistically significant (see Table 5 and link in Section 2.6). The
statistically significant main effect of condition (𝛽 = −2.366, 𝑝 < 0.0001) con-
firms that final lengthening was used for the disambiguation of brack and no-
brack on Name1 by speakers of both age groups: Final lengthening was decreased
in the brack condition (where the final vowel span about 31% of the total name du-
ration) as compared to the nobrack condition (where the final vowel span about
36% of the total name duration). With respect to age-related differences in situa-
tional (in)dependence, the statistically significant two-way interaction of the con-
text comparison child vs. young with age group (𝛽 = 1.449, 𝑝 = 0.002) indicates
that young speakers, in contrast to older speakers, increased final lengthening
when addressing the child compared to the young interlocutor. A similar pattern
is predicted by the model for the context comparison non-native vs. young,
for which the interaction with age group was statistically significant (𝛽 = 1.877,
𝑝 = 0.028):While final lengthening is increased by young speakers when address-
ing the non-native as compared to the young interlocutor, final lengthening is
decreased by older speakers. Model predictions for final lengthening on Name1
by condition, context, and age group are displayed in Figure 7.

4The model can be found at https://osf.io/fc8nz.
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Table 5: Selected model estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the
fixed effects for final lengthening on Name1 including main effect of
condition and main effect and interactions of age group. * 𝑝 < 0.05;
**𝑝 < 0.01.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI

Intercept 33.848** (32.716, 34.980)
condition −2.366** (−2.949, −1.784)
age group −0.794 (−3.058, 1.469)
condition:age group −1.001 (−2.166, 0.164)
child vs. young:age group 1.449* (0.063, 2.834)
elderly vs. young:age group 1.962 (−0.255, 4.179)
non-native vs. young:age group 1.877* (0.203, 3.551)
noise vs. young:age group 1.371 (−0.289, 3.032)
condition:child vs. young:age group −0.841 (−2.226, 0.545)
condition:elderly vs. young:age group −0.361 (−1.740, 1.017)
condition:non-native vs. young:age group −0.612 (−1.995, 0.771)
condition:noise vs. young:age group −0.726 (−2.124, 0.672)
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Figure 7: Model predictions for final lengthening on Name1 (y-axis) di-
vided by age group (younger speakers left panel, older speakers right
panel), condition (x-axis), and context (colour). Whiskers show 95%
confidence intervals.
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3.4 Statistical analyses on Name2

3.4.1 F0 range on Name2

Results for F0 range on Name2 are reported from a reduced model.5 Several ef-
fects were statistically significant (see Table 6 and link in Section 2.6). The statis-
tically significant main effect of condition (𝛽 = 3.04, 𝑝 < 0.0001) confirms that F0
range was used for the disambiguation of brack and nobrack on Name2 across
both age groups: The F0 range in the brack condition was increased by about
six semitones compared to the nobrack condition. With respect to age-related
differences in situational (in)dependence, the significant two-way interaction of
the context comparison child vs. young with age group (𝛽 = 0.873, 𝑝 = 0.011)
indicates general age-related differences in approaching the child interlocutor
compared to the young interlocutor: The F0 range was larger for young speakers
than that of older speakers when addressing the child in comparison to the young
interlocutor. These age-related patterns diverge even more when context-related
prosodic disambiguation is considered and condition is taken into account. The
significant three-way interaction of condition, context comparison child vs. con-
text young, and age group (𝛽 = −0.799, 𝑝 = 0.018) indicates that young speakers
increased the F0 range in both conditions, brack and nobrack, when addressing
the child as compared to the young interlocutor, while older speakers did so
only in the brack condition. In the nobrack condition, however, older speakers
decreased the F0 range, resulting in an enhanced difference between the condi-
tions when addressing the child as compared to the young interlocutor. Model
predictions for F0 range on Name2 by condition, context, and age group are dis-
played in Figure 8.

3.4.2 Final lengthening on Name2

Results for final lengthening on Name2 are reported from a reduced model.6 Sev-
eral effects were statistically significant (see Table 7 and link in Section 2.6). The
statistically significant main effect of condition (𝛽 = 5.071, 𝑝 < 0.0001) confirms
that final lengthening was used for the disambiguation of brack and nobrack on
Name2 by speakers of both age groups: Final lengthening was increased in the
brack condition (the final vowel of Name2 span about 45% of the total duration
of Name2) compared to the nobrack condition (the final vowel span about 35%
of the total name duration). Regarding age-related differences in prosodic dis-
ambiguation and situational (in)dependence, the three-way interaction between

5The model can be found on https://osf.io/fc8nz.
6The model can be found on https://osf.io/fc8nz.
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Table 6: Selected model estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the
fixed effects for F0 range on Name2 including main effect of condition
and main effect and interactions of age group. * 𝑝 < 0.05; ** 𝑝 < 0.01.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI

Intercept 7.097** (6.370, 7.824)
condition 3.040** (2.613, 3.468)
condition:age group −0.345 (−1.200, 0.510)
child vs. young:age group 0.873* (0.121, 1.626)
elderly vs. young:age group 0.573 (−0.413, 1.559)
non-native vs. young:age group 0.636 (−0.384, 1.655)
noise vs. young:age group 0.642 (−0.351, 1.635)
condition:child vs. young:age group −0.779* (−1.419, −0.139)
condition:elderly vs. young:age group −0.684 (−1.524, 0.156)
condition:non-native vs. young:age group −0.306 (−0.968, 0.356)
condition:noise vs. young:age group −0.442 (−1.193, 0.309)
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Figure 8: Model predictions for F0 range on Name2 (y-axis) divided
by age group (younger speakers left panel, older speakers right panel),
condition (x-axis), and context (colour).Whiskers show 95% confidence
intervals.
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Table 7: Selected model estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the
fixed effects for final lengthening on Name2 including main effect of
condition and main effect and interactions of age group. * 𝑝 < 0.05; **
𝑝 < 0.01.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI

Intercept 40.813* (39.477, 42.149)
condition 5.071* (4.284, 5.858)
condition:age group −0.248 (−1.822, 1.325)
child vs. young:age group 0.766 (−0.584, 2.116)
elderly vs. young:age group 0.943 (−0.399, 2.286)
non-native vs. young:age group 0.880 (−0.467, 2.227)
noise vs. young:age group 1.374 (−0.368, 3.115)
condition:child vs. young:age group −1.811** (−3.161, −0.462)
condition:elderly vs. young:age group −1.939** (−3.281, −0.596)
condition:non-native vs. young:age group −1.455 (−3.035, 0.125)
condition:noise vs. young:age group −0.536 (−1.898, 0.827)
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Figure 9: Model predictions for final lengthening on Name2 (y-axis) di-
vided by age group (younger speakers left panel, older speakers right
panel), condition (x-axis), and context (colour). Whiskers show 95%
confidence intervals.
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condition, the context comparison child vs. young, and age group (𝛽 = −1.811,
𝑝 = 0.009) indicates that young speakers decreased final lengthening in the brack
condition when addressing the child as compared to addressing the young inter-
locutor, thus decreasing the difference between the conditions. On the contrary,
older speakers decreased final lengthening for the same context comparison in
the nobrack condition, thus increasing the difference between the conditions.
An additional three-way interaction between condition, elderly vs. young and
age group (𝛽 = −1.939, 𝑝 = 0.005) indicates that young speakers increased fi-
nal lengthening in the nobrack condition when addressing the elderly as com-
pared to the young interlocutor. That is, they reduced the difference between
the conditions in context elderly, compared to context young. Older speakers
showed a different behaviour: They increased final lengthening when addressing
the elderly as compared to the young interlocutor in the brack condition, thus
enhancing the difference between the conditions in context elderly. Model pre-
dictions for final lengthening on Name2 by condition, context, and age group are
displayed in Figure 9.

3.4.3 Pause after Name2

Since the random effects structure of the model analysing pause after Name2
could not be reduced without a significant drop in model fit, results are reported
from the maximal model. None of the effects were statistically significant (see
Table 8 and link in Section 2.6).

Table 8: Selected model estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the
fixed effects for pause after Name2 including main effects and interac-
tions of age group. * 𝑝 < 0.05; ** 𝑝 < 0.01.

Predictor Estimate 95% CI

Intercept 19.398** (14.827, 23.968)
age group −0.019 (−9.160, 9.122)
child vs. young:age group −1.560 (−10.505, 7.386)
elderly vs. young:age group −1.202 (−10.113, 7.709)
non-native vs. young:age group −1.048 (−10.001, 7.906)
noise vs. young:age group 16.472 (−21.986, 54.930)
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4 Discussion

In the current study, we compared the use of prosodic cues produced to disam-
biguate the internal grouping of coordinated three-name sequences (coordinates)
in two conditions, that is, without and with internal grouping of the first two
names (nobrack and brack, respectively) between two age groups: young (19–
34 years) and older (61–80 years) speakers of German. We focused our analy-
sis on the three prosodic cues F0 range, final lengthening, and pause on/after
Name1 and Name2. As age affects the stability and variability of tonal and du-
rational features in general, we tested for potential age effects on the modula-
tion of the three prosodic cues for structural disambiguation. Furthermore, we
explored whether the situational (in)dependence of disambiguating prosody dif-
fers between younger and older speakers, considering their prosodic adaptation
to varying contexts. To this end, in both age groups, we elicited coordinates by
means of a referential communication taskwith five contexts: addressing a young
adult, a child, an elderly adult, a young non-native adult, and the young adult
with background noise.

Looking at the data, we note two things: First of all, descriptively, younger
and older speakers produced the three prosodic cues overall quite similarly for
prosodic disambiguation and even in the different contexts. This visual observa-
tion receives support from the statistical models: For none of the prosodic cues,
did the statistical models reveal a main effect of age group. That is, for the use
of prosodic cues to mark the internal grouping of coordinates, our data do not
provide evidence for a general age-related effect. Second, despite the similarity
of the produced prosodic cues, the productions of the older group of speakers are
more variable than those of the younger ones, an effect that is evident in larger
standard deviations and confidence intervals of the model estimates and the raw
data. Increased variability with increased age regarding F0 and durational values
is in line with findings of previous studies (Scukanec et al. 1992, 1996, Lortie et al.
2015, Santos et al. 2021, among others).

Regarding our first research question, whether older compared to younger
speakers show a more extreme use of F0 range, final lengthening, and pause
on Name1 and Name2 to mark the internal grouping, our data do not provide ev-
idence for age-related increases in cue use. In absolute measures, though, older
speakers produced longer utterances and longer final vowels on Name1 and
Name2 than young speakers, which corresponds to a slower speaking rate since
all productions had the same number of syllables. A slower speaking rate is in
line with previous findings in the literature (Kemper et al. 1995, Scukanec et al.
1996, Harnsberger et al. 2008, Barnes 2013, Smiljanic & Gilbert 2017, Dimitrova
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et al. 2018, Tuomainen & Hazan 2018, Hazan et al. 2019, Tuomainen et al. 2019,
2021). Nevertheless, independent of age, speakers in both age groups marked the
internal grouping globally in line with the Proximity/Similarity model (Kentner
& Féry 2013) using all three cues investigated: In the brack condition, on Name1,
speakers of both age groups produced a smaller F0 range and less final length-
ening compared to the nobrack condition. This is considered a weakening of the
prosodic boundary indicating the sisterhood of the neighbouring element (i.e.,
Name2 in this case) by Kentner & Féry (2013). On Name2, this pattern was re-
versed: In the brack condition, speakers of both age groups increased the F0 range
and the lengthening of the final segment compared to the nobrack condition and,
additionally, inserted a pause after Name2 in the brack condition. This increase
of prosodic cues is considered a strengthening of a prosodic boundary (Kentner
& Féry 2013). For none of the prosodic cues was the interaction between age
group and condition statistically significant. We, thus, did not find support for
age-related more extreme use of disambiguating prosodic cues. Across both age
groups, the results of the perception checks confirmed that the internal grouping
was produced successfully, as the conditions could reliably be recovered by naïve
listeners. Only about 4% of the data in each age group led to misunderstandings.
That is, despite the variability in the data, speakers of both age groups produced
the disambiguating prosodic cues in such a clear way that listeners could cor-
rectly resolve the underlying syntactic structure.

Regarding our second research question, whether young and older speakers
differ in adapting their use of prosodic cues when addressing varying interlocu-
tors, our data show substantial similarities across age groups. For several model
predictions, the estimated means of the non-baseline contexts within one con-
dition deviate in the same direction from the young baseline context in both
age groups (cf. brack in Figures 7 and 8). This also explains why only few in-
teractions of context, condition, and age group revealed statistical significance.
Nevertheless, there are slight differences between the age groups regarding their
adaptations. We will focus our discussion on statistically significant three-way-
interactions of age groups, contexts, and condition, as we are mainly interested
in the interplay of all three factors.

The two age groups diverged most strongly when addressing a child as com-
pared to a young interlocutor: On Name2, the older speakers produced larger
F0 ranges for the child compared to the young interlocutor in condition brack
and smaller F0 ranges along with decreased final lengthening in condition no-
brack, thus increasing the difference between conditions when addressing the
child. Younger speakers, however, rather slightly decreased the difference be-
tween brack and nobrack when addressing the child as they reduced final length-
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ening in the brack condition. This enhanced difference between conditions in
older speakers can be interpreted as more adaptation to the child interlocutor
in older than in younger speakers. Such an enhanced difference between con-
ditions in older compared to younger speakers also holds true for the context
with the elderly interlocutor. Here, the older speakers slightly increased the dif-
ference between the conditions by means of an increase in final lengthening on
Name2 in the brack condition while the young speakers showed the reverse pat-
tern: They decreased the difference in final lengthening between the conditions
by increasing final lengthening in nobrack. Interestingly, from the viewpoint
of disambiguation, speakers in both age groups produced a stronger distinction
between conditions when addressing their peer compared to addressing a non-
age-matched interlocutor: young speakers addressing the young interlocutor and
older speakers addressing the elderly interlocutor. We are not aware of any sim-
ilar findings in the literature. Yet, despite being statistically significant, these
differences in adaptation between age groups were in fact quite small in abso-
lute terms, and did not affect the disambiguation of coordinates, as revealed by
the perception check. Together with the large variability in the productions of
the older speakers (cf. larger 95% confidence intervals in the Figures with model
predictions than for younger speakers), it is questionable whether the effects in
the child and elderly contexts compared to the young context are reproducible
in the same manner in future studies.

In the remaining two contexts (non-native interlocutor and speech in noise),
our data did not demonstrate evidence for differences between the age groups.
Given this and given the fact that any context differences across groups did not
impact on disambiguation of coordinates in general, regarding our second re-
search question, our data speak in favour of situational independence in both
age groups (Schafer et al. 2000, Kraljic & Brennan 2005, Speer et al. 2011). Mod-
els of situational independence assume that disambiguating prosody is realised
automatically as part of the production process on the side of the speaker and is
therefore largely independent of the presence or absence of a listener, the type of
listener, or the situational setting. As such, it seems plausible that disambiguating
prosody is also independent of the age of the speaker. Our data add to the litera-
ture on the effects of different types of interlocutors and the absence/presence of
noise on the use of disambiguating prosodic cues the dimension of speaker age.
The findings show that situational independence in production of disambiguat-
ing prosody holds for older speakers, too, and that prosody production is a stable
automatic part of the production process also in older speakers.

Thus, whereas age has frequently been shown to affect other areas of language
production (i.e., word-finding abilities, increased phonetic variability, or altered
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acoustic characteristics), it does not seem to have a (listener-relevant) impact on
production of prosodic cues in ambiguous structures. This is in line with an ob-
servation by Lortie et al. (2015) regarding a more variable voice in older speakers
that did not interact with the ability to control fundamental frequency (partici-
pants in their studywere asked to produce normal, low, and high frequency voice
in sustained vowels). In this sense, our study provides evidence that one impor-
tant part of the prosody-syntax interface is not modulated by age effects: the use
of the prosodic cues F0 range, final lengthening, and pause for disambiguation
of structurally ambiguous coordinates. Our findings on prosody production in
older adults are also of importance in the larger context of investigating linguis-
tic prosody in populations with acquired language and communication disorders
resulting from brain lesions (i.e., aphasia or right-hemisphere brain lesions), since
participants in these studies are usually older than the typical age groups covered
in most studies on healthy prosody processing.

In summary, our data confirm the well-known general age-related changes
in absolute durational measures. However, when it comes to the use of tonal
and durational prosodic cues to disambiguate the underlying syntactic structure,
older speakers modulated duration and F0 range similarly to younger speakers
with, if at all, only minimal differences between the the age groups of speakers in
our sample. The finding of limited adaptation to different interlocutors favours
models of situational independence of disambiguating prosody across both age
groups and shows that production of disambiguating prosody at the prosody-
syntax interface is unaffected by age.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, young and older speakers in our production study globallymarked
the internal grouping of coordinated name sequences using F0 range, final length-
ening, and pause in a similar way. The modulation of disambiguating prosodic
cues seems to be independent of age-related changes in absolute durations.
Across both age groups, the use of prosodic cues to resolve the ambiguity in the
internal structure of coordinates dominated in comparison to possible prosodic
accommodations to the contexts, which we interpret as evidence for situational
independence of disambiguating prosody. Prosodic disambiguation thus turns
out to be a stable automatic part of the production process, regardless of speaker
age.
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